Valley Ultimate
4/21/14

YCC
- Josh explains YCC situation
- 7/5-7/14: Dan is out, would be willing to coach
- Tim Coppingger: He plays
- Dan Kaplan: Plays too
- **Josh: Put together task list**
- **START:** Early June

Summer Hat Tourney
- Pick a date
- July 19th or **July 26th** [Saturdays]
- Josh: Float 7/26 to the general community
- bit.ly/hatplan
- 14 and up
- Cost per player: $20?
- Lock in fields (Potwine) and a trainer
- Megan: Help make contact with Potwine (Liability, cost, availability)
- Close signups: 7/1
- Affiliate with a gear company: **PUT OUT AN RFP**
- How many people: 90-100
- Valley Ultimate Discs

Logo
- Megan came up with a great one
- Digitize it

Valley Ultimate Bank Account:
- Josh: Start one?

Spreading the Word:
- Josh posts the team/org info

When is our next meeting:
- Tuesday, May 27th, 7-8pm @ The Northampton Brewery